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Afghanistan is passing through harsh and challenging times. The Nation’s opponents seek continuously to undermine the Nation’s solidarity and sympathy for the cause of the Nation and to put tremendous mental pressure on them. The heart and soul of the political elites has been exposed to tremendous abuse; however, there is still a need for mettleness for the sake of the National solidarity that the people do not come to an end or target nationality. Concerning this, all nations, its state and its people still pass the grounds for terrestrial activities and push the country to wards further destruction.

Accepting the principle of solidarity in Afghanistan is like being rooted in the sinners plots which target the national solidarity and are likely to culminate the national desire. Cultural discord will be the most significant way in smoothing the path towards the country and its development process for long period.

The Nation seeks to move towards unity within a decade and half, mysterious hands are operating to hamper national solidarity.

Sticking racial, religious and linguistic violence and maxi mum the ethnics differences and putting an order the histor ical turmoil are the innumerable taboo in the country.

The increasing level of education, the eyes-opening issues, global developments, the civilization of seeing the humanity’s common interests and the understanding of citizens’ common interests and equal rights have to be considered in the development activities of the future. Moreover, the real importance of Islamic teachings and preventing Muslims from discord and splinter, which also challenged the political plots. The Holy Koran, Hadiths, and Islam traditions contains the common seriousness and stand against the systematic political conspiracy.

National Solidarity and Considering Common Destiny
In addition to emphasize on strengthening the spirit of national solidarity, Afghanistan has also configured and underlined uniqueness and solidarity-suggesting the way to the Nation.

One of the main reasons behind nation’s national unity is to preserve its natural property of all the living beings and it must be protected collectively.

“Environmental degradation” is one of the things that the people all over the world are aware of and has been underlined on that one day everyone worldwide activities confirming their presence for the preservation and enhancement of the environment.

When the World Environment Day was designated, the UN General Assembly also adopted a resolution that urged Governments and the organizations in the United Nations to understand on that day every worldwide activities confirming their presence for the preservation and enhancement of the environment.

The preservation of the environment needs the determination of every individual to protect the environment and must make sure that he/she does not become a reckless being.

The second key principle is that the government of the country must introduce laws and the mechanism to enforce them. Since, the government of the country is not up to the mark and really requires great attention in order to maintain the situation.

The third key principle is the firmness of the policies of the government of the country.

One of the main reasons behind the Nation’s national unity is to preserve its natural property of all the living beings and it must be protected collectively.

June 07 was celebrated as World Environment Day in many countries across the globe. The Nation’s government, designated by the UN after the Conference on the Environment in 1972. The goal of declaring June 07 as the special day was to raise common concern on how to stabilize the challenge of preserving and enhancing the human-environment.

When the World Environment Day was designated, the UN General Assembly also adopted a resolution that urged Governments and the organizations in the United Nations to understand on that day every worldwide activities confirming their presence for the preservation and enhancement of the environment.

The preservation of the environment needs the determination of every individual to protect the environment and must make sure that he/she does not become a reckless being.

The second key principle is that the government of the country must introduce laws and the mechanism to enforce them. Since, the government of the country is not up to the mark and really requires great attention in order to maintain the situation.

The third key principle is the firmness of the policies of the government of the country.

The brutal attack on Kabul on Wednesday May 31, 2017, has caused deep rooted pain and despair to the citizens of Afghanistan. The nation’s opponents seek continuously to undermine the Nation’s solidarity and sympathy for the cause of the Nation and to put tremendous mental pressure on them.
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